Molecular origin of strain softening in cross-linked F-actin networks
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Two types of measurement are presented that relate molecular events to macroscopic behavior of F-actin networks. First, shear modulus is measured by oscillating an embedded micro bead. Second, a microbead is translated at constant rate and transitions in the resisting force are observed. The loading rate dependence of the force at the transitions is similar to that of the molecular unbinding force, suggesting that they share a common origin. Reversibility tests of shear modulus provide further evidence that strain softening of F-actin networks is caused by force-induced rupture of cross-links.
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Actin assembles into cross-linked networks of actin filaments (F-actin) that provide physical support for the cell and play important roles in numerous cellular processes. In vitro, reconstituted F-actin networks cross-linked with various actin binding proteins (ABPs) exhibit complex nonlinear mechanical behavior. At small strains, they exhibit frequency-dependent viscoelastic moduli [1]. At higher strains, the shear modulus first increases with applied strain, then softens as strain is further increased [2–5]. The elastic response of F-actin networks has been linked with the mechanical behaviors of F-actin [6] and is well characterized by the distance between cross-linking proteins [7]. When the network is subjected to external stress, stretching of the semiflexible F-actin induces network stress hardening [1,4]. However, experiments also demonstrate that the properties of ABP are critical determinants of the dynamic behavior of the network under stress. The deletion of the hinge domain in filamin significantly alters the nonlinear behavior of a filamin/F-actin network [2]. Other experiments using various cross-linking agents demonstrate that the detailed molecular structure determines the critical stress for network softening [8]. Two properties of ABPs can cause stress relaxation at large strains: force-induced unbinding from the F-actin and sequential unfolding of internal domains. Sato et al. proposed molecular unbinding as a cause for the rapid rearrangement of the cytoplasm by examining the dependence of the mechanical properties of F-actin networks on deformation rate and temperature [9]. In recent studies, the unfolding of filamin have been well characterized by atomic force microscopy [10,11], whereas optical trap measurements provided evidence of both unbinding and unfolding of a filamin cross-linking two F-actin over similar ranges of force [12]. Consequently, some uncertainty remains regarding the relative importance of unbinding and unfolding in the strain softening of F-actin networks.

In this letter, we prepare three F-actin gels: entangled F-actin solution, filamin/F-actin network and streptavidin/F-actin, and measure the local, nonlinear shear moduli of those by relative oscillation of a 1 μm diameter polyethylene glycol-coated micro bead within the matrix (see a protocol in the supplementary material [13]). We then present results from a second set of experiments in which a microbead is displaced linearly through the network while monitoring both the force level and displacement associated with sudden drops in force. By comparing the loading rate dependence of the transitions observed in the network responses with single molecule unbinding events, we suggest that network relaxation is due primarily to unbinding rather than unfolding of cross-linkers. Irreversible mechanical properties observed in the cross-linked F-actin network support the concept that network behavior is largely attributable to cross-link rupture.

To estimate the mechanical properties of F-actin gels, a micro bead embedded in the gel is trapped by the optical tweezers and a sinusoidal excitation is imposed by oscillating the gel. The oscillation amplitudes are ±0.2–2.0 μm at a frequency of 10 Hz to apply controlled strains to the sample. The applied force (F) is calculated from the displacement of the micro bead multiplied by the trap stiffness. Displacement relative to the network (x) is calculated by subtracting the displacement of the micro bead from that of the stage. We fit both the force and relative displacement to sinusoidal functions, and the shear moduli (G) are estimated from the equation,

\[ G = G' + iG'' = \frac{\bar{F}}{6\pi\alpha x} \left[ \cos(\Delta \theta) + i \sin(\Delta \theta) \right], \]

where \( \bar{F} \) and \( \bar{x} \) are the amplitudes of \( F \) and \( x \), respectively, and \( \Delta \theta \) is the phase delay between \( F \) and \( x \). G estimated at various amplitudes yield strain-dependent mechanical properties. G are normalized by their low-displacement values and displacements are normalized by the radius of the bead.

For the entangled F-actin solution to which no ABPs are added ([actin] = 30 μM), the storage modulus (\( G' \)) monotonically decreases with increasing bead displacement [Fig. 1]. As there is no physical connection between actin filaments, they are displaced by the bead’s oscillation producing a lower local concentration of F-actin in the region. In contrast, the G' of the cross-linked filamin/F-actin network (\( c_{\text{A}} = 30 \) μM, [filamin]/[actin] = 0.01) increases up to a critical level of bead displacement and then decreases suggestive of local collapse or softening of the network as large strain is applied. The network collapse occurs at approximately 20 pN. \( \alpha \)-actinin/F-actin networks (\( c_{\text{A}} = 20 \) μM, \( R_{\alpha} = 0.01 \)) exhibited amplitude-dependent mechanical properties similar in magnitude and shape to those of the filamin/F-actin networks...
F-actin networks are qualitatively similar to those of F-actin 
but the increase in larger displacement and lower force, and they generally re-
normalized bead displacement. For the entangled F-actin solutions 
(\(\square\), n=6), \(G^\prime\) monotonically decreases as bead displacement in-
creases. For the filamin/F-actin networks (\(\bullet\), n=8), \(G^\prime\) increases 
with bead displacement up to a critical value and then decreases. Black curves represent averages of gray curves.

(see Fig. S1 in the supplementary material [13]). This is likely due to the fact that ABPs have a conserved actin-
binding domain exhibiting similar binding interactions with F-actin [14,15]. The variations in \(G^\prime\) observed in these 
F-actin networks are qualitatively similar to those of F-actin 
networks under prestress probed at the macroscale [2,16]. 
However, the increase in \(G^\prime\) in the strain-hardening region is considerably smaller in these experiments compared to the 
orders of magnitude difference observed in the macroscopic 
measurements. This inconsistency could be attributable to 
differences of measurement scale and force loading. In the 
microscopic measurement, a small fraction of the network 
bears the bulk of the load while much of the rest is relatively 
relaxed. Excitation by an embedded bead, in our measure-
ments, applies a highly localized stress with large strains 
close to the bead, falling off with distance. A complex strain 
field formed around the bead causes a large 
extension/compression/torsion on the actin filaments and cross-links close to the bead.

To elucidate the origin of the strain-hardening and strain-
softening observed in the cross-linked F-actin networks, we 
obtain their mechanical responses to local, microscale forc-
ing. An embedded micro bead was captured by the fixed trap 
in space and the sample was displaced at a constant velocity 
of 5 \(\mu\)m/s using a piezocontrolled stage. For the filamin/F-
actin network (\(c_A=10 \mu\)M, \(R_f=0.01\)), the force-
displacement traces exhibit single (61\%) or multiple (39\%) 
transitions at which the force does not drop to zero [Fig. 
2(a)], suggestive of abrupt alterations in the network structure 
surrounding the bead. Similar force peaks were also ob-
erved in the rigidly cross-linked F-actin networks with streptavidin (see Fig. S2 in the supplementary material [13]). 
However, compared to the filamin/F-actin networks, they oc-
curred at higher force with less probability implying that 
they were attributable to physical rearrangement of network 
structure or cross-link rupture. Transitions observed in the 
entangled F-actin solution (\(c_A=10 \mu\)M) tended to exhibit 
larger displacement and lower force, and they generally re-
laxed to zero after the transitions, suggesting an event of a 
different kind [Fig. 2(b)]. The mechanical response of the 
F-actin solution should depend on local entanglement of 
F-actin. If the filaments are tightly entangled in the vicinity 
of the bead, they will be bent and accumulate in front of the 
bead during its displacement. Depending on the strength of 
entanglement, the F-actin can buckle with further bead dis-
placement. The F-actin solutions polymerized at high-
gelsolin concentrations ([gelsolin]/[actin]=1/100) did not 
exclude force peaks, suggesting that F-actin entanglement 
plays a significant role in sustaining an external load. Alter-
natively, the microbead can slip through pores in the net-
works resulting in a transient reduction in force and a jump 
in displacement.

To further identify the cause of the transitions in the me-
chanical responses of the F-actin gels, we characterize the 
critical force and bead displacement at transition. Transition 
displacement measures a corresponding movement of the mi-
robead at the force drop. Mean displacements at transition 
are 29±17 nm for the filamin/F-actin network, and 
117±49 nm for the entangled F-actin solution [Fig. 3]. 
Transitions occur at \(37±17\) pN and \(21±6.1\) pN for the 
filamin/F-actin network and entangled F-actin solution, 
respectively. Compared to the F-actin solution, multiple 
transitions with smaller displacements were observed in the 
cross-linked F-actin network implying that abrupt decreases 
of force might result from force-induced rupture at cross-
links or unfolding of cross-linking proteins. Unfolding of 
individual subdomains increases the contour length of fil-
amin by \(\approx30\) nm [11], which is similar to the average tran-
sition displacement in our measurements. Multiple transi-
itions exhibited in Fig. 2(a) are also similar to the typical 
unbinding and unfolding traces exhibited in the direct pulling 
of ABP [10,11,17,18].

We also calculate the loading rate from the slope of a 
linear fit to the force versus time plot for each event. Com-
pared to the previous measurements of loading-rate depend-
ent bond strength [19], range of our loading rate is smaller 
being limited by the experimental constraints such as stage 
speed and data acquisition rate. The critical force scales as 
the logarithm of loading rate with a slope of 9.9, similar to 
the loading rate dependence of the molecular unbinding
force between filamin and F-actin of 9.1 [Fig. 3(b)]. By comparison, the slope for non-cross-linked actin was 6.1. Differences in force magnitude are likely attributable to the fact that multiple bonds are loaded at varying distances from the bead and various types of forces are applied to the bonds in the network experiment. Since force on a bead is sustained through multiple cross-links, the probability that one of them will rupture is higher at a given level of force and the weakest of the populations will be probed in our measurement. Also, when a force is applied by a microbead, cross-links in the network undergo force at various angles. As unbinding force decreases significantly as pulling angle increases, a bond subject to angular torque should rupture at lower force. Despite these differences, the response of the F-actin network to a local excitation exhibits similarities in the trace pattern, the critical force for transition, and the loading rate dependence, compared with the molecular unbinding trace of a single filamin and F-actin complex [12].

If unbinding occurs under high strains, some degree of irreversibility would be expected, which is in contrast to the potentially reversible process of unfolding or filament buckling [11]. Therefore, we examined the reversibility of mechanical behavior by calculating $G$ for increasing and decreasing strain. For the filamin/F-actin networks ($c_A \approx 30 \mu M$, $R_f=0.01$), the mechanical properties were not reversible as indicated by the difference in $G^\prime$ measured for increasing and decreasing force amplitude while they were reversible in the measurements at smaller deformations [Fig. 4(a)]. This suggests that strain softening in the cross-linked F-actin networks originates from an irreversible process such as unbinding. However, the $G^\prime$ at the smallest force are similar. It indicates that the network recovers to its original state during the measurements at small deformation, since the bead oscillations are no longer of sufficient magnitude to disrupt bonds that form linking neighboring filaments. The association and dissociation rate constants of ABPs to F-actin are known to be $1–1.3 \times 10^6 M^{-1} \cdot s^{-1}$ and $0.6–0.06 s^{-1}$, respectively [12,21,22]. Considering the in-

FIG. 3. (a) Relation of force and displacement at the transitions exhibited in the responses of the F-actin gels to linear bead displacement. For the filamin/F-actin network (●), the transitions occur at a force of $37 \pm 17$ pN with a displacement of $29 \pm 17$ nm. In contrast, for the entangled F-actin solution (□), they are observed at a lower force of $21 \pm 6.1$ pN with larger displacement, $117 \pm 49$ nm. Small symbols indicate forces after transition. (b) Dependence of transition force on loading rate for the F-actin solution (▲), filamin/F-actin network (■), streptavidin/biotin-F-actin network (●). Rupture forces for actin gels increases as the loading rates increase. As the strength of cross-linker increases, the network rupture is observed at the higher force. Forces at the transitions observed in the filamin/F-actin networks' responses exhibit a similar loading rate dependence of slope to unbinding force (▲) between a single filamin and F-actin. (Results adapted from Ref. [12])

FIG. 4. Normalized elastic modulus as a function of applied force in the measurements for increasing (●, black) and decreasing (□, gray) forces. (a) For filamin/F-actin networks ($n=13$), network elasticity measured for decreasing stress is not consistent with that for increasing stress. Inset: the stress-dependent mechanical properties are reversible in the measurement at smaller deformations. (b) For streptavidin/biotin-F-actin networks ($n=17$), similar values of shear modulus are exhibited for increasing and decreasing force.
irreversibility and hysteresis in Fig. 4(a) should depend on the time scale of the measurements. However, experiments with longer time delay did not exhibit consistent behavior as stress relaxation and reorganization of network structure occurred at long time scales.

The role of ABP unbinding in regulating the mechanical properties is further substantiated by comparing these results to experiments in streptavidin/biotin-F-actin networks. Biotinylated actin ([biotin-actin]/[unlabeled actin] = 1/4) was polymerized with streptavidin to form a rigidly cross-linked F-actin network ($c_A = 20 \mu M$, $R_g = 0.01$). We estimate the shear modulus as a function of force amplitude using the same method as above. The stress-dependent mechanical properties of the networks cross-linked with streptavidin and gelsolin are shown to be reversible [Fig. 4(b)], in contrast to the irreversible $G$ for the networks cross-linked with filamin. The reversibility observed in streptavidin networks indicates that the strain softening observed in filamin networks is attributable to rupture at cross-links.

Our results present how the mechanical properties of an F-actin network are influenced by cross-link rupture. Although force-induced unbinding is shown to be the dominant mechanism in irreversible strain softening, we cannot exclude other possible contributions, due, for example, to ABP unfolding and F-actin buckling or breakage. In $<20\%$ of all experiments, the $G$ measured for increasing and decreasing displacement exhibit similar values (see Fig. 3(a) in the supplementary material [13]), suggesting that in these cases, the network might maintain its structure by ABP unfolding or F-actin buckling in response to a large deformation. The low probability of reversible behavior is consistent with the observation that unfolding is less frequent than unbinding when a single filamin cross-linking two actin filaments is loaded [12]. Together, occurrence of forced-induced unfolding of filamin seems to be more sensitive to dynamic conditions such as force and loading rate [20]. Even in the network responses, we note that some force-displacement curves exhibit undulation and a plateau region (see Fig. S3(b) in the supplementary material [13]), which are similar to the sawtooth pattern [11,17,23] and abrupt change [18,24] of the force slope observed in protein unfolding. The average displacement in the region where the potential unfolding occurs is $\approx 137$ nm, which is less than the total stretching of a single filamin [11]. In an F-actin network under stress, cross-linking proteins are subjected not only to extensional force, but to shear and torsional forces, as well. Complexity in the force application can cause cross-linker unfolding before full extension by unfolding [10].

We have obtained the microscale amplitude-dependent mechanical properties of F-actin gels using the oscillatory response of a microbead, and with linear pulling experiments. By relating the decrease of the network elasticity at high strain with multiple decreases of force in the linear pulling response, we suggest that molecular interactions between actin and ABPs regulate the mechanical properties of F-actin networks. In tests of network reversibility, we have provided evidence to support the theory that strain softening originates from the irreversible process of bond rupture. This study therefore highlights the role of molecular interactions in determining the nonlinear elastic properties of F-actin networks, and by implication, the actin cytoskeleton as well. Further studies using the same cross-linkers with different binding affinity and experiments at longer time scales will also provide a better understanding of microscopic origin of cytoskeleton dynamics.
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